
ROZEE (Long Bio) 

 

Honing in on a sultry and soulful, confidently cool, yet raw and vulnerable alternative R&B/pop vibe, 
emerging singer/songwriter Rozee titled her recently released debut EP Retrospect because its songs are 
deeply personal, reflecting on a recent relationship from a deeply honest place and taking to heart the 
lessons she learned.  

The title is ironic, however, because everything from here on out is forward motion for the St. Croix born 
and bred artist. Now based in Washington DC (formerly LA) and straight off an intensely, exhilarating 
experience on NBC’s new songwriting competition series “Songland,” Rozee is gearing up to release a 
fresh, Latin Remix of her latest single “Best For Me,” featuring popular reggaeton artist (and fellow St. 
Croix native) Kruziano. Produced by Alessandro “Mister AC” Calemme, who has worked with everyone 
from Red One and Tamar Braxton to Pia Toscano and Kool & The Gang, the new track transforms the 
mid-tempo pop/soul tune into a whole new dimension and genre. 

Though she grew up in the U.S. Virgin Islands and incorporates some Afro-Caribbean pop textures – 
along with touches of folk and blues – on her EP, Rozee’s expansion into and embrace of Latin pop is an 
organic result of her segment on “Songland,” which airs August 28. Very much like a songwriting version 
of “The Voice,” in each episode, producers Ryan Tedder, Ester Dean and Shane McAnally team up with 
songwriters to create the next big hit to be recorded by a guest performing artist. Four songwriters 
audition tunes they’ve written by singing them live for the three producers and the episode’s guest stars.  

After Rozee performed her song “Fighting for Us,” the three judges gave their critiques and constructive 
feedback. Just as she wondered if she would be one of the four contestants to get through as a finalist, 
Tedder chose Rozee and agreed to help her develop the song into a potential hit. “He loved the chords 
from the new production that Alessandro worked on,” the singer says, “and then used those chords to 
create with me an entirely new song. I submitted and performed a slow ballad, which he turned into an 
up-tempo Latin-pop record in the studio.”  

“Some songwriters may object to this kind of reworking, but it’s all part of growing and learning your 
craft,” Rozee adds. “I performed the new version, now called ‘Solo Quiero,’ with a Latin rapper as an 
audition for Leona Lewis, who was on the show seeking new material that would help her crossover into 
the Latin market. After offering her own critique, she picked my song and another songwriter’s that night. 
I’m excited that she is planning to release it as a single.” 

Beyond the addition of Spanish lyrics and a whole new vibe, “Solo Quiero” changes the theme and 
storyline of Rozee’s original song. “Fighting For Us’ was about holding on and fighting for what is still 
good in a relationship. “The new record focuses on something we are all looking for, and that is, finding 
‘Somebody to Love,’” she says. “The two most important things I have learned from Songland is to stop 
overthinking and that great songs can come from unexpected places.”  

For Rozee, living in L.A. and pursuing her music career for over six years (until her recent move back 
East) was the proverbial trial by fire that helped her develop what is a timeless, contemporary sound that 
also pays homage to the 90’s style of Anita Baker and Sade and features vocals that remind some of 
pop/R&B legends like Tina Turner and Donna Summer.  

The producers she worked with early on include Michael Wilson & Dre Knight (Frank Ocean, K. 
Michelle), Orlando Williamson (The Aristocrats), Johnny Thomas (Lupe Fiasco) and co-writing with the 
likes of Matthew Fonson (Chante Moore), Shanell Jones-Harris (Music Supervisor) and Alix Fullerton 



(Franny Arieta, Nezza, Costi). Through Knight and Jones-Harris, she was presented with the opportunity 
to be a featured vocalist for the film “Sister Code” starring Amber Rose and Eva Marcille. For three 
years, Rozee was also a member of LA-based pop-rock band “Soul Rising,” starting as a background 
vocalist and eventually lead vocalist.  

With so many musical passions – pop/rock, hip hop, country and gospel among them – one of Rozee’s 
challenges was finding a sound that is definitively hers. She developed that by writing and recording 
executive producers Alix Fullerton and Paul Sikoral of Ambitions Future Records. Having lost both of her 
parents suddenly and going through a multitude of tumultuous relationships, her artistry taps into her 
emotional processes of grief, change, heartbreak, uncertainty and growth to create songs that are upfront, 
honest and intimate openings to her deeper heart. Rozee wants listeners to know they’re not alone in their 
joy and pain.  

The singer released her debut single, longtime fan favorite “Passenger Side” featuring Rhyan Besco, in 
2017, and her follow-up “Blue Sky” in May 2018 as a Mother’s Day tribute. Her subsequent singles 
“Dejavu” and “Intoxicated” are also featured on Retrospect. She has performed at The Avalon 
Hollywood, House of Blues (Anaheim & San Diego), Xen Lounge, Universal City Walk, The Canyon 
Club, The Rose (Pasadena) and Hotel Café in Hollywood – the venue where a casting agent for “The 
Voice” and later “Songland” first approached her to submit material. She has performed with Billboard & 
SESAC award-winning smooth jazz musician Gabriel Bello and has opened for acts including Macy Gray 
and The Spinners. 

The youngest of four siblings, the daughter of a minister/vocalist and self-taught pianist/organist, Rozee – 
born Rosalyn Lockhart - learned the basics of pitch and harmonization at a very young age, which is 
evident in her vocal stylings. Growing up on a small island has its charms, but even as a young girl, she 
had her eyes set on the stage. She wrote poetry, participated in talent shows and led her church choir all 
before the age of 10. Rozee completed high school at age 17 and continued her college education in 
Miami, Florida where she completed a BFA in Graphic Design. While still in college, she began honing 
her skills as a vocalist, writing and recording demos and features with London-born producer Adrian 
“Supreme” Minott.  

“Mindset is such an important part of becoming successful, and I think my move to DC after years in L.A. 
was the best thing for me personally and creatively,” says Rozee. “I don’t think the incredible opportunity 
to be on ‘Songland’ would have happened if I was wrapped up in my previous crazy L.A. lifestyle. I have 
found that disappointment and patience breed character and sometimes we have to learn patience by force 
– especially in a world where everyone wants things to happen so quickly. I have survived many difficult 
losses, and choose to draw from those experiences in order to grow as a songwriter, artist, performer and 
human being. Everyone experiences pain, loss and heartache in their lives in one way or another, and I’ve 
always believed that the greatest artists are the ones who have been through the worst parts of life, yet 
channel those emotions into their music or other forms of self-expression.”  

 

 


